
Deep Fryer  
Maintenance Protocol 

 Lighting and Turning on the Unit

 Tripping the Hi-limit

 Setting and Checking the Temperature

• First, make sure gas valve is plugged into the unit correctly and turned on.

• Second, you will want to light the pilot flame.

• Make sure the pilot flame is hitting the thermopile and the flame is lighting correctly, an orange color.

• Inside the deep fryer tank is the hi-limit sensor. Once you are finished using your deep fryer, you will  
want to allow the unit and oil inside to cool down before draining any oil. If you do not take this  
precaution, you may damage the hi-limit sensing bulb, which could prevent frying oil from heating  
to its preferred temperature. 

• Once the correct amount of oil has been added to the fryer, you will want to set the fryer to the desired 
cooking temperature.

• Let the unit heat up for about 15-30 minutes; using a thermometer, check the temperature of the oil to 
make sure the unit is heating properly. The temperature should read 10-15° +/- of the set temperature.

For maintenance issues beyond your repair, contact Commercial Parts & Service at:

Columbus (614) 221-0057; Cincinnati (513) 984-1900; Dayton (937) 259-0091.

A CFESA Certified Technician can be there soon.

 Cleaning and Maintenance
• To clean and maintain your deep fryer unit, you will want to regularly drain out the unit of any oil.

• Make sure to clean any debris out of the burners and scoop this down to the drain hole.

• Once cleaned, make sure tank is assembled back together correctly for the next time you need to  
use the unit.

• While in use, make sure grate is properly placed over the pipes and capillaries. Rest the basket on the 
designated hook to ensure all oil is strained out. Banging the basket on the inside shelf or in the tank 
without the grate could cause serious damage to the unit that will require repairs.

** Do not use water to clean inside the tank, as oil and water do not mix well and will cause more issues.


